Appendix 1

Summary of indexing terms

abuse
accounts (reworked, self-serving) see also memory
ACON
active-passive
affection, affectionate
afterglow/refractory period
age (self, partner, life changes) see also older, younger
aggression
AIDS
alcohol/drinking/drunk
alienation
amyl nitrite
anal intercourse (insertive, receptive; protected, unprotected)
assumed
desired
disliked
indicated
refused
anonymity
antiviral drugs
anxiety
appearance (self, partner)
arms raised
arousal
arse play
asking
assertiveness
assumptions about serostatus of partner
attraction
attractive partner
avoiding situations
B&D
backroom
bad lover
bar
bashing see violence
baths see saunas
beach
bear
beats, beat sex
big men
blood
body see also body odour, breath, naturalism, orgasm, penis
body culture see gym
body fluids
body language
body management

body odour see also smell
body play
body types
bondage
bottom
butch
butt plugs
campaigns
carressing
caring
casual encounter/partner/sex
change in behaviour
chasing, following
chemotherapy
chest
circumcision
classified advertisements
cleanliness
clothes
colds
combination therapies
comfort with body
coming inside
coming out
communication (verbal, nonverbal) see also body language
condoms
confidence
considered/calculated risk
contraception
control
corridors
courtesy, politeness
covert relationship
crime, organised
cruising
CSN
cubicle
cuddling
cunnilingus
dams see dental dams
dancing
dark/light
darkroom
dating
death
deep throat
deep voice
demeanour and attitude
dental dams
desired sexual practices
dildos see also toys
dirty
disappointing the partner
disappointing partners
disclosure re HIV
discomfort see embarrassment; pain
disjunction HIV knowledge and practice
disliked sexual practices
dominance and submission see bondage, role-playing, SM, surrender
douching
drinking/drunk see alcohol
drugs
education, health promotion
ego
ejaculation (in mouth, in rectum, elsewhere)
emotion work
emotional satisfaction
emotions, protection of
enlargers [penis enlargers, the vacuum devices?]
erction
erogenous zones
ethnicity
exhibitionism
expected sexual practices
experimental
explanations, anatomical/physiological
extreme sex see also sexual limits
eye contact
faeces
familiar, unfamiliar setting
fantasy
fashion
fat men
favourite practices
fellatio
finger fucking
fingering
fingernails
first sex (lifetime; current partner)
fisting
following see chasing
fondling
foot rub
forbidden fruit see also taboo
foreplay
forgetting
friendship
frottage
fucking see anal intercourse
gay appearance
gay community attachment
gay community, gay life
gay men
gayness, geographical
generosity
GLCS
glory holes
gloves
gold-digging
good lover
gorgeous partner see appearance
groppers, groping
group sex
guilt
gym, body culture
HAART
hair
hands see manual sex
hang-ups
hard/soft
harness
hot sex
how heard about project
heat/cold
height (short, tall)
height/position
hepatitis
heroin
herpes
heterosexual experience
hinting with body see also body language
hitchhikers
HIV, HIV/AIDS see also viral load, virus
HIV discrimination
HIV negative
HIV positive
HIV transmission
home
homosexual inclination
honesty
hormones
hot time
hydraulic model
illegality
impotence
incest
indifference of partner
information (safe sex)
inspection for STD prevention, cleanliness
instant/quick sex
intercrural intercourse
Internet
interview issues
intimacy
intuition (leading sex)
jerking off see manual sex, masturbation
kinky
kissing
lazy
leading/following
leather
libido/horny/randy
licking body see also oral sex
lifting see also height/position
limits, how communicated
looking see also appearance, eye contact, watching
magic see spirituality
mainstream
making love
manual sex
married men
masculine appearance, demeanour
masculinity
masturbation (self)
messy
military uniform fetish
mindless
misogynists
motivations in sex
motives attributed to partner
mouth lesions
Mr Right
MSMs, non-gay
mucus
Muscle Mary see also gym
mutuality
naturalism see also body
negotiated
negotiating
New Age see spirituality
nervousness
nice person
nipple play
no feeling
nonverbal communication see also body
language
normal/different from others
nudging
objectification
obsessive care re HIV
older men
oral sex
orgasm
orgy room
other people’s heads, contents of
outercourse
over-careful
overseas
Oxford Street
pain/hurt
parallel sex
parameters see also limits
parks
parties
partner choice
penis
pension
performance anxiety, pressure
phone sex
picking up
piercings
pigs
pill
pleasure, giving
police
politeness see courtesy
pornography
power issues see also aggression, surrender
power play
pre-AIDS era
precome (pre-ejaculatory fluid)
pretence
privacy
problem
processing, mental
prostate gland [sic]
psychological interests
public sex
pulling out see withdrawal
purity tests
pushiness
queens
quickies
race preferences see also ethnicity
rationalisation of risk
reading the partner
reason for joining study
reciprocity
regular relationship
reinfection
release, sex as
relief
religion see guilt, spirituality, taboo
repeat business
repeat occasions in one session
resistance to another’s desire
responsibility/conscience
rimming
risk perception
role-playing
roles (insertive/receptive, top/bottom)
rubbing of genitals
rules for safe sex
safe sex principles, rules
saliva
sauna
saying no
scat
scene, sexual
selfish lover
semen
sensation
sensitivity
sensuality
sex clubs
sex culture
sex definition
sex drive
sex for sex’s sake
sex object
sex party
sex session
sex talk
sex venues
sex with women see also heterosexual
experience
sex work
sexual abuse, history of
sexual culture
sexual limits
sexual practice
sexual release
sexual skill
shame see also guilt
shaving see also hair
shit see faeces
short men see height
shy
signals (coloured hankies, keys)
silence
skill see also technique
sleaziness
sling room
sluts
SM
smell
social class
spa bath
space(s), architecture
special knowledge
spirituality
STDs
steam room
straight men
straight-acting
stroking
sucking (body parts) see also oral sex
surrender
Sydney
taboo
talking dirty
tall men see height
taste
tears/lesions
technique
tension see relief
thinking
time
tingle all over
toilets
top and bottom see also surrender
touch see also caress
tough/weak
toys
trade
trannies
transgression see also taboo
TTTT campaign
uninhibited
unsafe sex
unselfish lover
used and abused
usual practices
vaginal intercourse
variety
verbal communication
versatility
videos
violence
viral load
virginity
virus
voyeurism see also watching
vulnerability
WAAC booklet
walk away
wants, needs, likes
watching, being watched
water sports
weight
weird, freaky, bizarre
withdrawal
women
younger men